COMPLETE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF HONOR-SHAME RESOURCES

OLD TESTAMENT


Bergant, Dianne. "‘My Beloved is Mine and I am His’ (Song 2:16): The Song of Songs and Honor and Shame.” Semen 68 (1994): 23-40.


_____. 'Shame and the Social Setting of Psalm 119', OTE 12 (1999): 389-400;


NEW TESTAMENT OVERVIEWS AND BACKGROUND

Aristotle. *Nicomachaen Ethics* 3, 8.


_____. The Hope of Glory: Honor Discourse and New Testament Interpretation. Collegeville, Minn.: Liturgical Press, 1999. (Includes separate academic articles regarding honor discourse in Matthew, John, 1 and 2 Corinthians, 1 and 2 Thessalonians, Hebrews, and Revelation. This work is primarily an examination of the honor-shame based rhetoric utilized to form the new social communities of early Christianity.)


**JESUS AND THE GOSPELS**


Lawrence, Louise Joy. " ‘For truly, I tell you, they have received their reward’ (Matt 6:2): Investigating Honor Precedence and Honor Virtue.” CBQ 64 (2002): 687-702


_____. “The Idea of Purity in Mark’s Gospel.” Semenia ####.


Pilch, John J. “Death with Honor: The Mediterranean Style Death of Jesus in Mark” BTB 25 (###):65–70.


PAUL


____. “Honour and Righteousness in Romans.” JSNT 32 (1988): 61-77

____. Theology in Conflict: Studies in Paul’s Understanding of God in Romans.


REMAINING APOSTOLIC CHURCH/ NEW TESTAMENT


ANTHROPOLOGICAL LITERATURE


Benedict, Ruth. The Chrysanthemum and the Sword. Cambridge, MA: Riverside, 1946. (A comparison between Western-guilt culture and Japanese-shame culture, the first to identify such a distinction in cultures.)


**MISSIOLOGICAL/ THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE**


A collection of sermons on the atonement, chapters 13-15 specifically address honor-shame issues.


A comparison between the CCC “4 Spiritual Laws” and the author’s own atonement theory of Jesus’ death breaking the cycles of rejection, violence, and shaming.


A very practical article that introduces the anthropological concept of ‘facework’ in the context of Thai culture, with insightful biblical reflection.


A short, basic, clear introduction to the subject of purity.


Kraus, Norman C. Jesus Christ our Lord: Christology from a Disciples’ Perspective. Scottdale, Penn: Herald, 1990.


A philosophical, yet accessible article that formulates a theology proper from the vantage point of honor.

_____. The Concept of Honor. Forthcoming.


   An argument for group-conversion in honor-shame contexts.


   The chapter “Honour and Shame” on pp. 67-88 are insight for the these cultural values in modern Islamic cultures.


   A Ph.D. dissertation, perhaps the most thorough work on the subject, though a bit overly eclectic. [Free PDF].

PSYCHOLOGY LITERATURE


Nathanson, Donald. *Shame and Pride: Affect, Sex, and the Birth of the Self*.


Smedes, Lewis. *Shame and Grace: Healing the Shame we Don't Deserve*.


---

1 Research on shame has become so ubiquitous in psychological research, it is impossible to include all references. Only seminal works and those written with theological/pastoral motivation are included.


Wimberly, Edward. Moving from Shame to Self-Worth.


http://www.nd.edu/~jneyrey1/honor.htm (extensive bibliography compiled by NT scholar and Notre Dame professor Jerome Neyrey; emphasis on works exploring honor-shame themes in classic Greek literature, Mediterranean culture, and NT documents; last updated Jan 1997.)